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Easily Inventory and Purchase 
Anything in Your Operation



Agilysys Stratton Warren System (SWS) is designed to improve productivity 
while reducing labor costs and waste. The system manages the entire inventory 
and procurement process — from requisition to invoice — and integrates with 
most leading financial and point-of-sale software products. Maximize your 
organization’s buying power by aggregating the purchasing of all departments 
and locations for mission-critical items, as well as for those hundreds of 
incidentals that add up to big dollars. SWS is available as an on-premise 
solution or through a subscription service. 

Streamline the Inventory and Procurement Process
For many companies, profits are eroded during the purchasing, receiving 
and inventory management processes. Agilysys SWS software automates 
all aspects of inventory and procurement. For example, the system can 
automatically detect when an inventory item is running low, generate a 

Inventory & Procurement

purchase order as part of a preexisting contract or issue a request to vendors 
to bid — all with minimal human intervention. For highly variable food and 
beverage items, the Agilysys SWS application can monitor variations in costs 
and determine which items are high cost/low sales versus those that fall into 
the more desirable low cost/high sales category.

Save Time and Increase Accuracy
Your purchasing professionals know your company and your industry. Agilysys 
SWS software enables them — and everyone else in your organization — 
to leverage that knowledge and experience. Tasks that once took hours 
or days can be done with a few clicks of a mouse. The solution will assist 
in eliminating time consuming, error-prone paper documents, allowing 
purchasing professionals to concentrate on the elements of their role in your 
strategic sourcing process.



SWS offers modules that can be acquired and implemented at your pace, 
enabling you to define the system you need for your business without the 
cost of extra features you don’t need. Optional modules include: 

Flexible

Barcoding

Provides either wireless or wired data collection of physical inventory, 
allowing users to scan items into the system using the item SKU or UPC 
label for quick and accurate data collection. The application can be used for 
receiving, inventory issues or transfers and physical inventory. The module 
streamlines efficiency in the hospitality industry by standardizing data 
collection and providing detailed real-time inventory counts.

Menu/Recipe Analysis

Cross-references recipe items and ingredients, ‘flags’ recipes for excessive 
cost, generates detailed shopping lists and provides a nutritional analysis 
of menu items. The module also enables food and beverage buyers to 
perform both actual and theoretical cost and sales analysis calculations 
via a seamless interface with the venue’s point-of-sale (POS) solution. A 
useful cookbook feature includes systematic plating instructions, recipe 
information and photos, ensuring consistency from day to day throughout 
you’re organization. 

Retail

Automates the entire retail process with full open-to-buy, enabling users 
to calculate and maintain sales prices, markdowns and updates as well 
as track slow moving items and minimize pricing errors. The module 
integrates seamlessly with most point-of-sale (POS) and back-end financial 
systems as well as both wireless and wired barcoding devices. Generate a 
variety of reports, including inventory, on-order, open orders, retail budget 
worksheets, retail vendor tracking and sales history to provide an accurate 
and real-time picture of inventory.

SWSDirect

SWSDirect provides a convenient, efficient and intuitive shopping cart 
experience. Enhanced bidding and request for pricing functionality enables 
buyers to obtain additional bids via the Web, which reduces costs through 
competitive purchasing. Other features include supplier registration tools and 
self-service maintenance capabilities. This functionality allows suppliers to 
register and update company information quickly and easily while providing 
properties with advanced reporting tools that increase the visibility of documents 
that may have expired, such as vendor licenses and certificates. Message boards 
enable purchasing staff and suppliers to communicate more effectively.



Wireless Handheld Devices 
for Ordering, Inventory and 
Receiving 

Streamline the ordering, inventory 
and receiving process. 

Multiple Interfaces Integrate with leading suppliers, 
financial software or point-of-sale 
(POS) applications. 

Scalable; Handles High-
Volume Activities at Multiple 
Properties and/or Outlets 

Deploy a system that will adapt to 
your ever-changing needs. 

Automated Strategic 
Sourcing 

Expedite processes; improve 
productivity while helping to reduce 
labor costs and waste. 

Single Platform, Enterprise-
Wide Paperless System 

Optimize existing resources while 
reducing unnecessary costs. 

Full-Function Accounting 
Backbone 

Obtain accurate operating costs and 
simplify accounting operations. 

Stable, Powerful Platform 
Runs 24/7 

Utilize a reliable system that you 
can depend on, any time of the day 
or night. 

Features & Benefits

Subscription Service 
Deployment
Agilysys offers SWS in a Software 
as a Service (SaaS) delivery model, 
providing essential functionality to 
your outlets from centralized servers 
at the Agilysys data center via secure 
Internet connections. Some of the 
benefits of the subscription service 
program include:

• Server and software performance 
monitoring and health

• Full system backups
• System recovery
• Latest software and patch 

updates
• Executable configuration and 

maintenance
• Online technical support and 

online knowledge base
• 24x7 telephone technical support
• Access to customer account 

representatives and installation 
services

The subscription service is tailored 
to organizations that want industry-
leading technology but may not 
have the resources immediately 
available to invest in the additional 
staff or infrastructure associated 
with supporting it. Reduce capital 
expenditures and focus on core 
business competencies by allowing 
Agilysys to attend to systems 
management.



About Agilysys
Agilysys is a leading developer and marketer of proprietary 

enterprise software, services and solutions to the hospitality 

industry. The company specializes in market-leading point-

of-sale, property management, inventory & procurement and 

mobile & wireless solutions that are designed to streamline 

operations, improve efficiency and enhance the guest 

experience. Agilysys serves casinos, resorts, hotels, foodservice 

venues, stadiums and cruise lines. Agilysys operates extensively 

throughout North America, Europe and Asia, with corporate 

services located in Alpharetta, GA, EMEA headquarters in 

Cheshire, UK, and APAC offices in Singapore and Hong Kong. 

For more information, visit www.agilysys.com.   

For more information about InfoGenesis POS and other Agilysys 

hospitality solutions, visit www.agilysys.com  or call (770) 369-6208.
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